
Step into the Past: Step into the Future
Fort Ross Cultural Trail

Soon you will be able to step inside history and explore the deeply layered,
multicultural landscape of Fort Ross/Metini. This interpretive multimedia
experience, enhanced with augmented reality and virtual reality
technologies, will immerse visitors in stories of the past and ongoing
cultural connections.

Step into the Past: Step into the Future

to Ross Settlement and discover how this brief, 29-year venture left such an
indelible imprint on communities to this day.

Explore the American Ranch Story with the Call family’s century of living on
the Sonoma Coast. Discover how their commercial enterprises linked them
to the surrounding communities and the vast Pacific maritime highway.

Soon you will be able to step inside history and explore the deeply layered,
multicultural landscape of Fort Ross/Metini. This interpretive multimedia
experience, enhanced with augmented reality and virtual reality
technologies, will immerse visitors in stories of the past and ongoing
cultural connections.

FORT ROSS CULTURAL TRAIL OPENS IN EARLY 2021

Hear stories told in descendants’ own voices:

Follow the Kashia Cultural Trail Story and explore the state 
park through the lens of people connected to this place since 
time immemorial.

Choose the Russian American Company Story and learn from Alaska Natives,
Coast Miwok, Kashia, Native Hawaiians, Russians, and others once connected
tto Ross Settlement and discover how this brief, 29-year venture left such an
indelible imprint on communities to this day.

Explore the American Ranch Story with the Call family’s century of living on
the Sonoma Coast. Discover how their commercial enterprises linked them
to the surrounding communities and the vast Pacific maritime highway.

The project builds on best practices developed
through California State Parks’ History and Relevancy,
Bodie 3D, and Sonoma Coast Doghole Ports Survey
projects.
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